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About This Content

Sir Jimmy Lionheart and his sister, Lady Amy, are the finest knights in the realm. They've slain countless foes, laid waste to
many invading armies, and are responsible for driving the dragons to extinction. Their prowess has become so legendary, that no

opponent is foolish enough to challenge them or oppose the kingdom. After many centuries, peace finally rules in the realm.

But the Lionhearts are forged for battle, so after many years peace eventually grew boring. That's when they heard about the
Awesomenauts, a band of mercenaries embroiled in perpetual war, and set off to a land far far away to once-again fight side by

side.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Jimmy and the LUX5000 in Awesomenauts. You need to have Jimmy and the LUX5000
available as a playable character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for

use in-game. This skin contains a fully customized voice set!
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Title: Awesomenauts - Sir Jimmy Lionheart
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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A fun and fast paced game in which you are a noir character fighting through enemies. The graphics are charming and the
sounds are awesome in that retro style. This is a fun casual shooter that makes you think how you are going to attack enemies.
Moving chairs and tables to make shields is very fun and adds an extra element to the game.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/MRYhxWekhAU. This game is extremely fun! I recommend having some real drinks nearby as after a few
mins of playing you'll be thirst for real. Hope the dev adds career mode with actual patrons you serve and more ambient sounds
like people talking, glasses clinking, and general bar atmospheric noises.

At the moment, I play the game over speakers instead of the Vive headphones and have a Chrome browser open with a youtube
video of 8 hours of "bar sounds" It really helps with immersion! Here is a LINK to the sounds I have playing in background
while playing Flairtender.

Cons

--right now are the sliders for adjusting height and position need to go and be replaced with something else, it's a pain to adjust
one slider but then when clicking on the next one it resets the first slider position.
--Glasses\/cups should be right-side up when picking them up, not always upside-down no matter what orientation your
controllers are.
--When mixing, there should be an option to list what amount of each ingredient you've already put in, instead of having the oz
total accumulate. For example, if it calls for X oz of tequila, X oz of triple sec, X oz of lemon juice, when you mix have each
one on a separate line. 1.5oz of tequila, and next line underneath says 1.5 oz of triple sec, and next line with 1.0 oz of lemon
juice. The system in place right now it's sometimes difficult on the fly to be like oh crap how much of what is already in there,
it just says 6.xx oz so far.. A bit short, but a must have for horror fans! I liked it and only for 0.99. Maybe if you're 7. Too slow
paced, at least in the beginning, for me.. Really nice lokking game! Funny & Stealthy is the best combination ever! Good job
Chillingo!. Love it just cant get it to leave the ground keeps noising over
. This is Paradox's most controversial DLC for HOI4 so far according to others, and I see why. But I don't think it's a DLC that
takes away the fun.

The naval combat and experience was expanded upon-perhaps a bit too much. You can now research "Fire prevention systems"
or new shells for your naval guns and sonars and what not. That seems great, but once you realize you could be spending that
research slot out of only 4 research slots in total on something ACTUALLY IMPORTANT AND WORTHY OF A
RESEARCH SLOT like Nuclear research or military doctrines, it becomes tedious and just plain unnecessary.

You can also customize your own ships with your preferred armament for a destroyer or a battleship, and for me this is a double-
edge sword. At first,it's tedious and boring to micromanage all these researches and installing new modules and then refit your
ships already out at the sea for them to be upgraded to the latest model and bla bla bla-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing boring
mate.But,a bit counter-intuitively, I feel a sense of control over my ships,dictating whether my destroyers are filled with anti-sub
weapons or my light cruisers are filled with torpedoes.This creates some form of organization and more specific tasks, which
can bring the problem of micro-managing back, but as long as you know what you're doing,it's not such a big deal.

I'm not a big fan of this DLC,but I would still prefer to have it on my game.The new soundtrack is amazing,but that's the only
genuinely "amazing" thing of this DLC.However, like I said multiple times,this DLC is fine with me ( I just wish they wouldn't
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing charge \u00a315 for a single \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing DLC which is HALF THE MAIN
GAME'S FULL PRICE )
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Great casual gaming experience. For the price it is a fun game. Not a ton of content, but challenging to master and fun to play
with a friend (local co-op). I hope other developers take note of this game formula, the co-op adds a fun element to a normally
isolating VR experience. The ability to play along with a controller is cool. Overall a solid game. Also, you won't be able to get
the music out of your head. Mix tape number 1 for the win!!!. fun but has some major flaws.

It has some of the worst netplay I've seen.
Besides the dead community
it lags like♥♥♥♥♥♥even compared to any game I can think of with bad netcode. and you are stuck staring at a black screen if
it's not your turn. They could of done little tweeks to fix these issues from a game released long ago.

Recommended for offline play, or online if you are running really good connection with someone close by only.. Really fun
game! I do get tired a lot but is is really fun!. Love is a hurting thing with platformer puzzles intermixed in between... CAVEAT
EMPTOR!. Very funny game!
I love staying on this island, I could stay here for hours just staring at the sea waiting for the sunset!. ultimately well done, the
levels are unique and the ball responds how it would in real life. however it sucks that you can't unlock levels just by getting a
very basic score. some of them are incredibly difficult (level 4 and 5) and you can't play the zombie mode without (i assume)
beating all the levels first.

i would give it a neutral thumb if i could. worth it if you buy it for 5$ or under.. Tiny Brains is a game that it would seem I
should enjoy it. It\u2019s a physics-based platformer with four characters, each given a special power.

The game has four lab animals of different types, but rather than heavily name-checking them, the game spends the entire game
calling them \u201cTiny Brains.\u201d At the beginning of the game, you choose one of the four. If you\u2019re playing solo,
it\u2019s rather academic because the player is required to swap between the four characters to complete the game. So why
make it a choice?

Each of the four characters has an ability, and they are given names early on, but because the names are only said once, and, as
mentioned, the game constantly just calls them by \u201cTiny Brains\u201d I refer to them as \u201cSuck\u201d
\u201cPush\u201d \u201cSwap\u201d and \u201cIce\u201d. \u201cSuck\u201d and \u201cPush\u201d is quite literal. One
sucks any objects in it\u2019s range towards him, push repels them forcibly. \u201cSwap\u201d can change places with any
object which just teleports both objects to the other\u2019s position. \u201cIce\u201d creates Ice blocks and can explode them
to propel him or other objects (usually upwards).

I will say this, all of the power are pretty good. Not great, as \u201cTeleport\u201d seems to have odd range restrictions, though
I think that\u2019s to help gamify the systems. \u201cPush\u201d on the other hand should have been really frustrating, but is
actually a joy to play with. \u201cIce\u201d feels a bit overused especially to make jumps, and \u201cSuck\u201d is underused.

Of course, it wouldn\u2019t really be a puzzler if you couldn\u2019t combine powers. For the most part, you\u2019ll combine
\u201cIce\u201d and \u201cPush\u201d, sometimes with \u201cTeleport\u201d after it. Almost always in that order. This is the
weakness of the game. There is a good synergy but there\u2019s really only a handful of ways the game uses it, and I think part
of the problem is the powers are limited. Requiring the game to be completable by a single player becomes a weakness of the
system. At the same time, I wonder if multiplayer would be more repetition (requiring more teleports) or more of a delight. I
can\u2019t tell you as I didn\u2019t have the opportunity.

I can, however, tell you most of the puzzles are relatively interesting though there were quite a few \u201caction
sequences\u201d which involved using \u201cPush\u201d and \u201cSuck\u201d to move objects around or \u201cIce\u201d
and \u201cPush\u201d to fight enemies.

By the end of the first level, you have seen most of the synergies and learned the one technique the game feels like it needs to
specifically call out. The rest of the game continues using the same techniques. There are small bits of complexity added in
later, such as using an ice brick, pushing it, and then exploding it to propel yourself up to use teleport, but you can do that in the
original level.

Of course, any game in the modern era has to have a story, and this is where Tiny Brains starts to have trouble. It\u2019s not
that there is not a story, there is. It is just nothing that great. When you finish the game you see the whole story, and it\u2019s
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not awful, but there\u2019s never a moment in the story where I felt really entranced by it. There is a crazy scientist saying silly
things, usually about trying to trap our heroes, but it feels a bit expected in gaming to have a quirky narrator. That would be fine,
but it\u2019s not that interesting.

A lot of the dialogue feels random, with four animals the only one talking is the scientist for the entire game, and it\u2019s
trying to be clever, but never really made me pay attention, I just tried to beat the next puzzle to see more of the game.

The game itself just isn\u2019t a big delight. Tiny Brains only has about five enemies if I am counting correctly. There are a
few interesting moments, but nothing that really shined over other games. The locations are relatively sane, being laboratory test
cages for the most part. There are a few interesting items in the world but nothing I would call out as especially unique.

The puzzles in the game are mostly easy. The only real trick is to remember you can ride an ice block and push it at the same
time. That was the only thing that challenged me, and it was about forgetting something. Other than that, I would often walk into
a room, see a task, and have to play with the objects in the room for less than five minutes to get a solution, even the hardest
rooms are quickly dispatched due to the number of objects to interact with.

The action scenes I mentioned earlier, such as rolling a ball up a curved incline are the only parts I had a minor struggle with.
Most of the struggles were because it was more action based than puzzling, and the character\u2019s abilities don\u2019t really
give a good way to beat them in single player.

I beat the game in under 3 hours. That\u2019s fast, though about the same speed as Portal, but Portal came with bonus stages
that I wanted to play, and I absolutely adored the story. Tiny Brains takes a shorter time and just isn\u2019t as compelling.
There are bonus stages here, but I played most of them once and didn\u2019t feel like trying again to top my score. Sure it
meant I didn\u2019t get to play all the bonus stages, but part of me knew I didn\u2019t want to in the first place. I finished the
story and the bonus stages are just harder versions of levels that can be done to award stars for distance or time.

There is one factor that I\u2019m forced to admit might change someone\u2019s opinion of the game. I didn\u2019t play this
in multiplayer. And perhaps that\u2019s the secret to the game. Maybe the game is really fun in multiplayer. But I have some
thoughts on it. First two player would seem like it\u2019s chaos. One player could do everything with the other player only
assisting some of the time, or the players would keep switching characters and it\u2019s almost a fight for the right character. If
you somehow got four players for the game, maybe it\u2019s really great, but I can\u2019t imagine having \u201cSuck\u201d
as a power is going to be great. \u201cSuck\u201d and possibly \u201cTeleport\u201d seem like utilitarian powers, whereas
\u201cIce\u201d and \u201cPush\u201d are core powers.

But like I said, I don\u2019t know, maybe this game is awesome in multiplayer, but I think I\u2019d have more fun playing
something more like Overcooked, Cuphead, or Cook, Serve, Delicious! With someone.

Before I finish there\u2019s one more issue I have with this game. When I switched the game to windowed mode and tried to
leave the game, the game froze on me, twice. When I played Tiny Soccer, after the match the game froze on me. I also got stuck
in the floor on chapter 2. These were the only bugs, but I only played for about 3 hours. Still, it\u2019s a 5-year-old game,
I\u2019m surprised there are still bugs, but I won\u2019t let that affect the review too much, it\u2019s still an odd problem.

So truthfully, I had some enjoyment with this game. I got it in a Humble Bundle for this game and played it based on the
Completionist\u2019s recommendation on Youtube. But to me, it didn\u2019t live up to the hype. While I enjoyed my time
with the game, I paid for it so long ago and so little (6 bucks for 6 games) that my enjoyment was mostly because I was playing a
random game in my library. Having to spend ten bucks on this game, definitely would change my opinion. But in addition, I was
able to play it quickly, write this review and move on in a handful of hours. Not a great bar, but at least a positive one for a
reviewer.

I don\u2019t think this game is worth the money, and I think the length of the game is a huge problem. This could be changed
of course if you are looking for a couch co-op game, or really just have to have every physics puzzler, but I think Tiny Brains
isn\u2019t the top of the barrel. I don\u2019t hate the game but I don\u2019t recommend it.

If however, you want to find a different game to spend your money on or just want to see what I think of other games, check out
my curator page at http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/31803828-Kinglink-Reviews\/ and give me a follow. I always
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appreciate it.

. Populous meets Doodlegod. Its good for the price.. VR review.

Such a shame the VR implementation was done so poorly once again, I can forgive it in Dead Secret but two years later I
cannot. I love these type of games and I bought this one on release waiting for VR, much like I bought dead secret waiting for
Vive support after rift support came earlier.

It can be done better and should, there is a major hole in VR for story driven games with a horror aspect and a mystery to solve
with multiple endings. If VR was done right it would of been a hell of a game but the shoddy work and problems with trying to
view clues etc just makes the game almost unplayable in VR.

Anyway see attached video for full review
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4OH_BGWrFZY

Anyway it's a recommend for the flat screen version as I like these games and the stories deserve it. But if buying for VR maybe
give it a miss, it's annoying and not worth the hassle.
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